We present an approach to minimally supervised relation extraction that combines the benefits of learned representations and structured learning, and accurately predicts sentence-level relation mentions given only proposition-level supervision from a KB. By explicitly reasoning about missing data during learning, our approach enables large-scale training of 1D convolutional neural networks while mitigating the issue of label noise inherent in distant supervision. Our approach achieves state-of-the-art results on minimally supervised sentential relation extraction, outperforming a number of baselines, including a competitive approach that uses the attention layer of a purely neural model. 1
Introduction
Recent years have seen significant progress on tasks such as object detection, automatic speech recognition and machine translation. These performance advances are largely driven by the application of neural network methods on large, highquality datasets. In contrast, traditional datasets for relation extraction are based on expensive and time-consuming human annotation (Doddington et al., 2004) and are therefore relatively small. Distant supervision ), a technique which uses existing knowledge bases such as Freebase or Wikipedia as a source of weak supervision, enables learning from large quantities of unlabeled text and is a promising approach for scaling up. Recent work has shown promising results from large-scale training of neural networks for relation extraction (Toutanova et al., 2015; Zeng et al., 2015) .
There are, however, significant challenges due to the inherent noise in distant supervision. For example, Riedel et al. (2010) showed that, when learning using distant supervision from a knowledge base, the portion of mis-labeled examples can vary from 13% to 31%. To address this issue, another line of work has explored structured learning methods that introduce latent variables. An example is MultiR (Hoffmann et al., 2011) , which is based on a joint model of relations between entities in a knowledge base and those mentioned in text. This structured learning approach has a number of advantages; for example, by integrating inference into the learning procedure it has the potential to overcome the challenge of missing facts by ignoring the knowledge base when mentionlevel classifiers have high confidence (Ritter et al., 2013; Xu et al., 2013) . Prior work on structured learning from minimal supervision has leveraged sparse feature representations, however, and has therefore not benefited from learned representations, which have recently achieved state-of-theart results on a broad range of NLP tasks.
In this paper, we present an approach that combines the benefits of structured and neural methods for minimally supervised relation extraction. Our proposed model learns sentence representations that are computed by a 1D convolutional neural network (Collobert et al., 2011) and are used to define potentials over latent relation mention variables. These mention-level variables are related to observed facts in a KB using a set of deterministic factors, followed by pairwise potentials that encourage agreement between extracted propositions and observed facts, but also enable inference to override these soft constraints during learning, allowing for the possibility of missing information. Because marginal inference is intractable in this model, a MAP-based approach to learning is applied (Taskar et al., 2004) .
Our approach is related to recent work structured learning with end-to-end learned representa-tions, including Structured Prediction Energy Networks (SPENs) ; the key differences are the application to minimally supervised relation extraction and the inclusion of latent variables with deterministic factors, which we demonstrate enables effective learning in the presence of missing data in distant supervision. Our proposed method achieves state-of-theart results on minimally supervised sentential relation extraction, outperforming a number of baselines including one that leverages the attention layer of a purely neural model (Lin et al., 2016) .
A Latent Variable Model for Neural Relation Extraction
In this section we present our model, which combines continuous representations with structured learning. We first review the problem setting and introduce notation, next we present our approach to extracting feature representations which is based on the piecewise convolutional neural network (PCNN) model of Zeng et. al. (2015) and includes positional embeddings (Collobert et al., 2011) . Finally we describe how this can be combined with structured latent variable models that reason about overlapping relations and missing data during learning.
Assumptions and Problem Formulation
Given a set of sentences, s = s 1 , s 2 . . . , s n that mention a pair of knowledge base entities e 1 and e 2 (dyad), our goal is to predict which relation, r, is mentioned between e 1 and e 2 in the context of each sentence, represented by a set of hidden variables, z = z 1 , z 2 , . . . z n . Relations are selected from a fixed set drawn from a knowledge base, in addition to NA (no relation). Minimally supervised learning is more difficult than supervised relation extraction, because we do not have direct access to relation labels on the training sentences. Instead, during learning, we are only provided with information about what relations hold between e 1 and e 2 according to the KB. The problem is further complicated by the fact that most KBs are highly incomplete (this is the reason we want to extend them by extracting information from text in the first place), which effectively leads to falsenegatives during learning. Furthermore, there are many overlapping relations between dyads, so it is easy for a model trained using minimal supervision from a KB to confuse these relationships. All of these issues are addressed to some degree by the structured learning approach that we present in Section 2.3. First, however we present our approach to feature representation based on convolutional neural networks. 
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Mention Representation
In the following section we review the Piecewise CNN (PCNN) architecture, first proposed by Zeng et. al. (2015) , which is used as the basis for our feature representation. Input Representation: A sentence, s i consisting of l words is represented by two types of embeddings: word embeddings, E i , and position embeddings, P i relative to the entity pair. Following Lin et. al. (2016) , word embeddings were initialized by running Word2Vec on the New York Times corpus and later fine-tuned; position embeddings encode the position of the word relative to KB entities, e 1 and e 2 , mentioned in the sentence. The form of input sentence representation is w 1 , w 2 , · · · , w l , where w i ∈ R d . The dimension of embedding at each word position is equal to the word embedding dimension plus two times the position embedding size (one position is encoded for each entity). Convolution: Given an input sentence representation, we perform 1D convolution within a window of length l to extract local features. Assume we have d f convolutional filters
The output of the i-th convolutional filter within the j-th window is:
Where b is a bias term. We use zero padding when the window slides out of the sentence boundaries. Piecewise Max Pooling: The output of the convolutional layer c i is separated into three parts (c i1 , c i2 , c i3 ) using the positions of the two entities in the sentence. Max pooling over time is then applied to each of these parts, followed by an elementwise tanh. The final sentence vector is defined as follows:
Structured Minimally Supervised Learning
Our proposed model is based on the PCNN representations described above, in addition to a latent variable model that reasons about missing data and ambiguous relations during learning and is illustrated in Figure 1 . The embedding for sentence i, is used to define a factor over the ith input sentence and latent relation mention variable z i :
where x i is the representation for sentence s i , as encoded by the piecewise CNN. Another set of factors, φ OR , link the sentencelevel mention variables, z i , to aggregate-level variables t j , representing whether relation j is mentioned between e 1 and e 2 in text. This is modeled using a deterministic OR:
where 1 x is an indicator function that takes the value 1 when x is true. The choice of deterministic OR can be interpreted intuitively as follows: if a proposition is true according to t j , then it must be extracted from at least one sentence in the training corpus, on the other hand, if it is false, no sentences in the corpus can mention it.
Finally, we incorporate a set of factors that penalize disagreement between observed relations in the KB, d j , and latent variables t j , which represent whether relation j was extracted from the text. The penalties for disagreement with the KB are hyperparameters that are adjusted on held-out development data and incorporate entity frequency information from the KB, to model the intuition that more popular entities are less likely to have missing facts:
Putting everything together, the (unnormalized) joint distribution over t, d and z conditioned on sentences s mentioning a dyad is defined as follows:
Here, µ is a tunable hyperparameter to adjust impact of the disagreement penalty, and S θ (·) is the model score for a joint configuration of variables, which corresponds to the log of the unnormalized probability.
A standard conditional random field (CRF) formulation would optimize model parameters, θ so as to maximize marginal probability of the observed KB relations, d conditioned on observed sentences, s:
z|s)
Computing gradients with respect to P (d|s) (and marginalizing out z and t) is computationally intractable, so instead we propose an approach that uses maximum-a-posteriori (MAP) parameter learning (Taskar et al., 2004) and is inspired by the latent structured SVM (Yu and Joachims, 2009) .
Given a large text corpus in which a set of sentences, s mention a specific pair of entities (e 1 , e 2 ) and a set of relations d hold between e 1 and e 2 , our goal is to minimize the structured hinge loss:
Where l Ham (d * e , d) is the Hamming distance between the bit vector corresponding to the set of observed relations holding between (e 1 , e 2 ) in the KB and those predicted by the model. Minimizing L SH (θ) can be understood intuitively as adjusting the parameters so that configurations consistent with observed relations in the KB, d, achieve a higher model score than those with a large hamming distance from the observed configuration. z * e corresponds to the most confusing configuration of the sentence-level relation mention variables (i.e. one that has a large score and also a large Hamming loss) and z * g corresponds to the best configuration that is consistent with the observed relations in the KB.
This objective can be minimized using stochastic subgradient descent. Fixing z * g and z * e to their maximum values in Equation 2, subgradients with respect to the parameters can be computed as follows:
Because the second factor of the product in Equation 1 does not depend on θ, it is straightforward to compute subgradients of the scoring function, ∇S θ (·), with fixed values of z * g and z * e using backpropagation (Equation 4 ). Inference: The two inference problems, corresponding to maximizing over hidden variables in Equation 2 can be solved using a variety of solutions; we experimented with A * search over left-to-right assignments of the hidden variables. An admissible heuristic is used to upper-bound the maximum score of each partial hypothesis by maximizing over the unassigned PCNN factors, ignoring inconsistencies. This approach is guaranteed to find an optimal solution, but can be slow and memory intensive for problems with many variables. In preliminary experiments on development data, we found that local-search (Eisner and Tromble, 2006) using both relation type and mention search operators (Liang et al., 2010; Ritter et al., 2013) usually finds an optimal solution and also scales up to large training datasets; we use local search with 30 random restarts to compute argmax assignments for the hidden variables, z * g and z * e , in all our experiments. Bag-Size Adaptive Learning Rate: Since the search space of the MAP inference problem increases exponentially as the number of hidden variables goes up, it becomes more difficult to find the exact argmax solution using local search, leading to increased noise in the computed gradients. To mitigate the search-error problem in large bags of sentences, we dynamically modify the learning rate based on the number of sentences in each bag as follows:
where λ i is the learning rate for ith training entity pair and β 1 /β 2 are two tunable bag-size thresholds. In Table 3 and Table 4 , we see that this strategy significantly improves performance, especially when training on the larger NYTFB-280K dataset. We also experimented with this method for PCNN+ATT, but found that its performance did not improve.
Experiments
In Section 2, we presented an approach that combines the benefits of PCNN representations and structured learning with latent variables for minimally supervised relation extraction. In this section we present the details of our evaluation methodology and experimental results. Datasets: We evaluate our models on the NYT-Freebase dataset (Riedel et al., 2010) datasets used in prior work is also presented in Appendix B. Hyperparameters: Following Lin et. al. (2016), we utilize word embeddings pre-trained on the NYT corpus using the word2vec tool, other parameters are initialized using the method described by Glorot and Bengio (2010 Table 2 .
Neural Baselines: To demonstrate the effectiveness of the our approach, we compare against colless universal schema (Verga et al., 2016) in addition to the PCNN+ATT model of Lin et. al. (2016) . After training the Lin et. al. model to predict observed facts in the KB, we use its attention layer to make mention-level predictions as follows:
Where r j indicates the vector representation of the jth relation. Structured Baselines: In addition to initializing convolutional filters used in the φ PCNN (·) factors randomly and performing structured learning of representations as in Equation 4 , we also experimented with variants of MultiR and DN-MAR, which are based on the structured perceptron (Collins, 2002) , using fixed sentence representations: both traditional sparse feature rep-resentations, in addition to pre-trained continuous representations generated using our bestperforming reimplementation of PCNN+ATT. For the structured perceptron baselines, we also experimented with variants based on MIRA (Crammer and Singer, 2003) , which we found to provide consistent improvements. More details are provided in Appendix A.
Sentential Evaluation
In this work, we are primarily interested in mention-level relation extraction. For our first set of experiments (Tables 3 and 4 ), we use the manually annotated dataset created by (Hoffmann et al., 2011) . Note that sentences in the Hoffman et. al. dataset were selected from the output of systems used in their evaluation, so it is possible there are high confidence predictions made by our systems that are not present. Therefore, we further validate our findings, by performing a manual inspection of the highest confidence predictions in Table 5 . NYTFB-68K Results: As illustrated in Table 3 , simply applying structured models (MultiR and DNMAR) with pre-trained sentence representations performs competitively. MIRA provides consistent improvements for both sparse and dense representations. PCNN+ATT outperforms most latent-variable models on the sentential evaluation, we found this result to be surprising as the model was designed for extracting propositionlevel facts. Col-less universal schema does not perform very well in this evaluation; this is likely due to the fact that it was developed for the KBP slot filling evaluation , and only uses the part of a sentence between two entities as an input representation, which can remove important context. Our proposed model, which jointly learns sentence representations using a structured latent-variable model that allows for the possiblity of missing data, achieves the best overall performance; its improvements over all baselines were found to be statistically significant according to a paired bootstrap test (Efron and Tibshirani, 1994; Berg-Kirkpatrick et al., 2012) Table 4 : AUC of sentential evaluation precision / recall curves for all models trained on NYTFB-280K. Our proposed PCNNNMAR (AdapLR) still performs the best, and the advantage over baselines is also statistically significant (p-value of bootstrap is less than 0.05). new facts that do not already appear in the knowledge base. This is undesirable, because the whole point of an information extraction system is to ex- tract new facts that are not already contained in a KB. Furthermore, sentential extraction has the benefit of providing clear provenance for extracted facts, which is crucial in many applications. Having mentioned these limitations of the held-out evaluation metrics, however, we now present results using this approach to facilitate comparison to prior work. Figure 2 presents precision-recall curves against held out facts from Freebase comparing PCNNN-MAR to several baselines and Figure 3 presents results on the larger NYTFB-280K dataset. All models perform better according to the held out evaluation metric when training on the larger dataset, which is consistent with our hypothesis, presented at the end of Section 3.1. Our structured model with learned representations, PCNNNMAR (AdapLR), has lower precision when recall is high. This also fits with our hypothesis, as systems that explicitly model missing data will extract many correct facts that do not appear in the KB, resulting in an under-estimate of precision according to this metric. Structured Learning with Neural Representations: Prior work has investigated the combination of structured learning with learned representations for a number of NLP tasks, including parsing (Weiss et al., 2015; Durrett and Klein, 2015; Andor et al., 2016) , named entity recognition (Cherry and Guo, 2015; Ma and Hovy, 2016; Lample et al., 2016) and stance detection (Li et al., 2018) . We are not aware of any previous work that has explored this direction on the task of minimally supervised relation extraction; we believe structured learning is particularly crucial when learning from minimal supervision to help address the issues of missing data and overlapping relations.
Conclusions
In this paper we presented a hybrid approach to minimally supervised relation extraction that combines the benefits of structured learning and learned representations. Extensive experiments show that by performing inference during the learning procedure to address the issue of noise in distant supervision, our proposed model achieves state-of-the-art performance on minimally supervised mention-level relation extraction. 
A MIRA
Prior work on minimally supervised structured learning has made use of sparse feature representations in combination with perceptron-style parameter updates. We found these updates result in poor performance on held-out development data, however, when using fixed, pre-trained continuous sentence representations. Perhaps this is not surprising because, intuitively, the margin of the dataset is likely to be smaller when using lower dimensional, continuous representations, leading to a larger mistake bound for convergence of the perceptron. To address this, we applied the the Margin Infused Relaxation Algorithm (Crammer and Singer, 2003) , as described below. In Section 3.1, we show empirically that MIRA is crucial for achieving good performance when using continuous representations, and consistently improves performance when using sparse features as well.
As discussed above, we haveẑ KB the most likely sentence extractions conditioned on the KB andẑ, the MAP assignment to z, ignoring the KB. MIRA updates parameters of the PCNN factors as follows:
here τ is an adaptive learning rate that scales the update to the smallest step size that achieves 0 loss on each mention-level classification:
θ is the concatenation of parameters θ j across relations j, and similarly F (·) is the concatenation of PCNN features across relations. C is a hyperparameter that truncates large steps and helps to prevent overfitting.
B Differing Versions of the NYT-Freebase Corpus Used in Prior Work
We evaluate our models on the NYT-Freebase dataset (Riedel et al., 2010) 4 In all our evaluations we remove these overlapping entity pairs from the training set, to ensure the models are not simply memorizing KB facts that appear in the training data. Figure 4 shows that after removing these shared entity pairs from the training data, performance of the Lin et. al. PCNN+ATT model does not change very much when evaluating against held out facts from Freebase.
We name two versions of the NYT-Freebase dataset according to the number of training entity Dataset NYTFB-68K NYTFB-280K (Riedel et. al. 2010 ) (Lin et. al. 2016 pairs they include. Table 8 shows that NYTFB-280K training set has around 4 times the number of sentences and entity pairs as NYTFB-68K, and the proportions of multi-sentence entity pairs in NYTFB-280K is higher. In Table 9 , we can see that the distribution of relations in the two datasets are comparable, but NYTFB-280K has much more entity pairs for each relation. Also, Figure 5 tells us that NYTFB-280K has a wider bag-size range and more large training bags. 
C Variations on Structured Hinge Loss
Since we use the hinge loss as the loss function in our proposed PCNNNMAR model, the way that the hamming loss is calculated decides how we solve the argmax problem in loss-augmented search. In our experiments, we explore three ways to compute the loss: 0/1 loss, relation-level hamming loss and mention-level hamming loss. Table 10 shows that mention-level hamming loss has obvious advantage on AUC performance over other two methods. Although theoretically relationlevel hamming loss should be better, it is really hard to find the exact argmax solution in lossaugmented inference with local search while we can easily get it with mention-level hamming loss.
